
You know you just said “bottom.” You probably have also 
said at least once before “YOLO,” “HYFR.”

You also probably know who popularized “YOLO,” among 
a slew of other sayings. That’s right: Aubrey Drake Graham, the 
28 year old multimillionaire megastar rapper who changed the 
rap game. 

He certainly was “25 sittin’ on 25 mill’.” Despite what you 
think of Drake, he is a prolific artist with a Grammy for his 2011 
sophomore album Take Care, and holds 72 appearances on Bill-
board’s Hot 100 singles, surpassing The Beatles’ and a long list 
of other rappers.

Over time, the mere mention of “Drake” has incited snick-
ers and laughter as people sing the wistful and melancholic lyrics 
of “Shot for Me” and “Marvin’s Room,” pretending to cry at the 
truthfulness of Drake’s lyrics. 

In his song “Fear”, Drake said “The honesty of my music 
has left me too exposed.” In many ways, Drake’s gloomy sen-
timents are legitimate. However, unlike any other underground/
mainstream rap artists, he became the first to delve into life strug-
gles with his unique style of singing and rapping with lyrics that 
appeal to many people. 

His work features the recurring archetype of female woes, 
“daddy issues,” his OVO (October’s Very Own) crew, and his 
mother’s rebounding health. 

That familiarity with teens, young adults, and generally those 
under 40 has propelled him to become king of the rap game.

WOAH. OH NO. I JUST SAID “KING OF THE RAP 
GAME.” I await the glares and controversy regarding this dec-
laration. 

Just a few weeks ago, Drake released 3 singles on Sound-
Cloud, “How ‘Bout Now,” “Heat of the Moment,” and “6 God.” 
Instantly, Twitter went berserk as people virtually trampled over 
each other to listen to his songs. A hacker released “How ‘Bout 
Now” a few days before Drake officially released it. 

Drizzy released these songs with the simple tweet “Just 3 
songs that I knew some hackers had, but enjoy! Back to this al-
bum.”

Drake often releases songs for free on his OVO Sound-
Cloud page. Without even actively advertising the song, “How 
‘Bout Now” found itself on the radio, and debuted on the R&B/
Hip-Hop Airplay chart. Other rappers struggle to get their official 
singles on the charts. But Drake is not like other rappers. 

Consider Drake’s two biggest hits this year: “0 to 100/The 
Catch Up,” and “Trophies.” Unless you’re living under a rock, 
these songs have become staples of club goers and ubiquitous to 
the general public. Both songs were released on his SoundCloud 
page for free. Drake did not interview to promote these songs. 
All he did was let the public know that they existed by posting 
the songs online. Overnight, the songs became hits and generated 
their own buzz. 

In fact, “Trophies” did not become an official single until 
months later after the song was immensely popular when Young 
Money released their album “Rise of an Empire.” 

Drake’s popularity is not contained to just him. Drake’s 
“Midas” touch has boosted the careers of iLoveMakonnen, sing-
er of hit song “Tuesday,” Soulja Boy, Kendrick Lamar, 2 Chainz, 
and more. 

When others were unwilling to give Kendrick Lamar an 
opportunity, Drake featured him on his song “Buried Alive Inter-
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In 1995, A+E Networks -- in partnership with the 
Walt Disney Corporation -- formed an educational televi-
sion channel rooted in World War II documentaries and 
detailed, historically significant content presented in an 
entertaining way to capture the attention of the average 
American viewer. This channel, formerly known as The 
History Channel and simply called History since 2009, 
has always had a loyal viewer base, being accessed by 
98,226,000 American homes as of August 2013. Although 
The History Channel started with well-crafted and engag-
ing visual graphics and reenactments discussing and in-
forming Americans on historical matters, History has 
evolved--or more fittingly devolved--over the course of 
the last few years. 

Whenever you flip to History or its sister network 
H2, you’re expecting an informational piece drenched 
with facts and a narrator with an appealing British accent 
telling you about the effects of World War I on American 
finance. Instead, alternative, totally stimulating topics with 
great historical significance like “Ice Road Truckers”, “An-

cient Aliens”, 
“ S w a m p 
People”, “Ax 
Men”, “Pawn 
Stars”, and 
“The Curse of 
Oak Island” 
almost always 
taint the screen. 
As far as televi-
sion goes, a “re-
ality” program 

about truckers trying to keep their axles steady on the icy 
roads of Alaska is the epitome of a watchable show; but 
as far as history is concerned, there is nothing educational 
or even remotely factually information about this matter. 
Replacing highly-regarded historians are these bearded 
and extremely intellectual vehicle operators that provide 
viewers of America with no instructive connotation, the 
other most popular shows listed on the channel’s website 
are equally watchable and equally nonsensical. 

The terrible fall of History is the most severe example of 
that of formerly educational channels like Discovery Channel 
(airing Moonshiners and a “documentary” about the possibility 
of a gigantic prehistoric shark living in the oceans today called 
“Megalodon”) and Animal Planet (now advertising “Finding 
Bigfoot” as an animal related show). And alongside the pro-
grams that have nothing educational about them, documenta-
ries are now often glammed up with hypothetical situations 
and conspiracy theorists. Both of these aspects are common in 

the History original series “Ancient Aliens”: with the show’s 
genre listed simply as “Entertainment,” it consists of historical 
experts talking about the very slim chance of aliens having an 
impact on the history of Earth, then what they say is edited to 
make even the most ridiculous and unlikely theories seem as 
if they are probably fact. Along with this manipulation of real 
experts, “UFO researchers” are treated as expert consultants 
and other conspiracy theorists provide their outlandish views. 

Programs like this and other ridiculous entertainment 
shows are a huge part of the reason the quality of television 
is in a consistently steady decline. The balance of exceedingly 
popular and enthralling reality--and ultimately garbage--TV 
shows that keep gaining viewership and the educational tele-
vision that gives the American public’s brains a break from 
the constant flow of faux delight is off. History’s viewership 
may have increased slightly, but its abandonment of its origi-
nal basis in doing the duty of educating the American public 
is at par with the decline in all forms of entertainment seen 
in the new generation of fast-acting, iPhone-brandishing teens 
and young adults. So, next time you decide a documentary 
on the significance of Charlemagne’s expansion of Europe on 
the modern world would be a good way to enchant your mind 
when flipping through channels and instead find a ten-hour 
“Ax Men” marathon, you can thank the average American’s 
love for cheap entertainment on all possible television outlets.
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leased on Drake’s SoundCloud first before Lil Wayne took 
ownership? I think not. 

Drake never really disappears between albums. He re-
leases music at strategic points so there’s never a “Drake 
drought.” Many rappers can learn from Drake’s strategy at at-
taining mass fame, but “Rap must be changing ‘cuz [I’m] at 
the top and ain’t no one on top of [me].”

The fact of the matter is whether you like Drake or not, 
he currently has the most influence in the rap game, and by the 
looks of it, will continue to hold the top position. I challenge 
you to listen to any Drake song, whether it’s from his first mix-
tape “Room For Improvement,” or his latest album “Nothing 
Was the Same,” and listen to the content of the lyrics. You’ll be 
surprised how the smooth flow, harmonious vocalization, and 
truthful lyrics blend together to form a cacophony of sounds.   

All we know for certain is that Drake is out enjoying 
life singing “We Made It.” After all, if you had his fame and 
wealth, wouldn’t you?

lude” from Take Care. Kendrick has become immensely 
more popular since then for his abrasive and thought-pro-
voking lyrics.

Drake’s power is undeniable and quite influential. 
They recently partnered in a national tour called “Drake 
vs. Lil Wayne,” hosting a unique “Street Fighter” Capcom 
theme. This was a highly interactive tour, as concert goers 
downloaded an app to vote for which artist would rap first, 
and who “beat” the other in the end. 

Lil Wayne’s legacy is truly remarkable, however af-
ter putting in more effort to make his Young Money art-
ists shine, his own influence on the “rap game” is steadily 
declining.

In Lil Wayne’s hit song “Believe Me,” his voice isn’t 
even heard until a minute and 41 seconds into the song. 
Drake rapped his verse once and hook twice before Wayne 
spoke. Hearing the song for the first time, I thought it was 
Drake’s single. Is it a coincidence that this song was re-

“ H i s to r y ”  t a k e s  a  b a c k s e a t  to  r a t i n g s
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